1975 ford f-250

Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search
Tools. Set an Alert? Worldwide Vintage Autos is one of the largest classic automobile
consignment dealerships in the wor Dealership Showcased. New paint job and spray in liner
within the last few years. Truck runs b Private Seller. Free Winter Storage! Refine Search? Also
be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior
and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This
third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service
records, and a clear Florida title. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition
has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed
with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey
and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida
beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and
independent suspension with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced
in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is
finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac
Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from
new, retaining its original blue leather interior and a fully refurbished air conditioning system.
The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a 4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally
sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily
newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our
Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All
other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious
accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie
Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought
to you by ClassicCars. Refine your search. Manual 30 Automatic Pickup Gasoline 46 Diesel 2.
Classic Cars Popular Similar Cars. Refine search. Parts included in sale - radio, headliner not
shown and trim, door panels, new rear shocks, front and rear bumpers, rear lower bed quarter
repair panels, new rear spring bushings, tailpipe, battery tray, and misc parts not shown. Since I
have owned the truck: added new late model Ford wheels and tires; replaced a rear U-joint;
replaced front brake shoes, hardware, wheel cylinders and master cylinder; replaced broken
rocker arm; replaced power steering cylinder; replaced points with solid state ignition; replaced
Y pipe and exhaust pipe tailpipe included in sale ;. It is powered by a high-performance ci V8
engine and a 4-speed manual transmission with cam and new lifters, headers, MSD Digital 6A
ignition, Edelbrock high-performance carburetor and intake manifold, and it's all accented with
braided steel and chrome. The interior features a new, white bench seat with blue piping, air
conditioning by Vintage Air, 4-speaker stereo and amplifier, Dynaliner fully insulated cab for
sound deadening, and wood steering wheel. This classic Beauty appreciates every quarter by a
considerable amount and is a sure investment vehicle, besides is fun to drive. Google Ads. Also
for , the Ford Bronco was redesigned into a variant of the F-series pickup. For , square
headlights replaced the previous models' round ones on higher trim package models, such as
Lariat and Ranger, and in became standard equipment. This is an awesome truck, it runs great,
starts right up, shifts smooth 4 speed T15 manual transmission. The brakes pull a little to one
side when applied at high speed so that's the only thing I'd fix if I was going to drive this
everyday. The engine has about 23, miles on a rebuild leaks a little oil and the clutch has about
23, miles on it. This is an awesome truck, it runs great, starts every time with a little pump of the
throttle, shifts smooth 4 speed T15 manual trans. This is a 2 Wheel Drive F camper special
interior is in awesome shape. I bought this pickup about 5 years ago but never take the time to
drive it. Very little rust, needs some work. This is a great truck. We hate to sale this classic high
boy. Custom wheels and tires. New seals in transfer case. The only rust to be concerned about
is a penny sized hole above the passenger side door, everything else is clean. There are a few
minor spots of rust above the wheel wells and lower part of the door. This truck has been sold!
Very clean Ford highboy. Comoptions:description:webe autos specializes in marketing and
advertising muscle, classic, vintage and specialty cars. We offer professional photography, hd
movies, and staging that sells cars. Long island, ny michael webeautos. Com Comoptions:vinyl
interior surfacedescription:webe autos specializes in marketing and advertising muscle, classic,
vintage and specialty cars. Truck runs well - has rust and a cracked windshield. For complete
listing information please select the click to bid button to see this item on ebay. The explorer
package was a limited edition for certain years and only ran a couple of months. The explorer
hood ornament with the world map imprint was only used in i have an extra emblem they goes
with the truck in saying this she runs drives stops sounds amazing with a ci and is throaty! But
needs finishing touches. I started the resto she has custom headliner and door panels.
Currently the passenger floor pan is cut out but i have the floor pan for it. The driver floor pan

should also be replaced. The exhaust has been replaced from the manifold back. Has a seat
cover over the original seat do to tears on the driver side. Has a couple dents nothing major and
has a small cancer spot on the rear quarter i can fix it all but don't have the time and if i did the
price goes up. The paint is original except i had to fix the tailgate and added bedliner which i
later decided i don't like. Tires are 35" rough country and like new! I will throw in the other set of
rims and tires also. Clean title in hand. On jul at pdt, seller added the following information: this
is a highboy custom with the explorer package on jul at pdt, seller added the following
information: divorced transfer case, factory lift, 4x4, f all original gearing. I am testing the waters
to see if any one is interested in finishing my crew cab monster. This truck does run and drive. I
am not able to finish, but it does have a ls1 chevy drive train with a spartech brain with wiring
harness, vintage air and dakota digital speed system. Truck fast no cancer all it needs is to be
put back together and windshield. This truck is also up for sale locally so i have to the right to
close out the auction out at anytime.. It has a blown head gasket, no battery and no key. It will
have to be towed. I have had it for a year. I need to sell it asap! I can't keep it very much longer
and i would hate to sell it for scrap, as i feel there is still some value in it. New starter last year,
new exhaust including headers two years ago. The odometer reads 25, miles but i assume it's
rolled over. Starts right up and runs great, in excellent condition mechanically. Priced reduced
need to sell moving this weekend. Time to part with my dream truck. The power steering has
just gone out i have replaced the power steering pump and that did not fix it so it will be
something else with the system. I don't have the time or money to fix it. It runs good and 4
wheel drive works as well. Thanks please text with any questions This is one of the nicest,
collector grade, high boy 4x4's in the country. Odometer showing only original miles. History in
, the f was introduced in between the f and the f in order to avoid certain emission control
restrictions. For , square headlights replaced the previous models' round ones on higher trim
package models, such as lariat and ranger, and in became standard equipment. Incredible
straight and clean body and frame! Look at the tool box! Interior -clean interior. No rips or tears.
Show limited use. Mechanical -ford v8. Complete rebuild due to sitting in the barn for 20 years.
Own this vintage ford at wholesale. They are only original once. They are not making any more
and, therefore, they are becoming more rare by the day. Collectible vintage vehicles have
historically appreciated at a rate greater than that stock market, gold and other arts and
collectibles as documented by many articles and auction result tracking. Selling my f highboy.
The power steering has just gone out and i don't have the time or money to fix it.
Comoptions:description ford f camper special here is a really nice 75 ford f 2wd camper special
custom super cab. Check out my store for more great unique and classic cars. Make sure and
check out the video below. This is a sweet truck. This truck has the factory v8 which is a very
nice motor. The truck is a good runner and very powerful. It does have the tow package and has
the trailer hookups. This truck is a 2wd. This is a camper special custom with the super cab.
This truck originally came with the factory camper and everything. The truck is loud and sounds
pretty mean the way the exhaust is. I think it might need to be tightened around the headers
because it sounds like that's where some of the noise is coming from. The truck drives down
the road very nice and is an easy truck to drive. It does have the dual gas tanks which is nice.
I'm not sure on the amount of owners on the truck but i don't believe it was that many just by
how well the truck was taken care of. The miles show 70k and i really believe they are original
and have not rolled over. The exterior of this truck is in good condition but does show some
wear. It is a very nice light metallic green in color and the paint has a nice shine to it. There is
some faded spots in the paint mainly on the hood. There is the usual scratches and wear and
tear on the exterior of any older truck. Check the video i show it all. The chrome front bumper
and chrome factory camper mirrors are all in great condition and just shine in the sun. The back
bumper is a diamond plate with the tow package. I have 3 of the 4 factory wheel covers and am
missing 1 of the back ones. Left both back ones off for the pictures. Has a nice set of older toyo
tires that have plenty of tread left but do show slight signs of dry rot in places. Options:
automatic transmission v8 factory radio dual gas tanks tow package the interior is very nice on
this truck and one of the main reasons i believe the miles. The back seat looks like it was
replaced because it is red but it looks brand new and doesn't show any signs of wear. The
carpets are very nice and just have a few small stains. The dash has a couple small cracks in it
and both door panels are missing the armrest pads. Call anytime with questionsâ€¦. The paint is
faded in spots. There is some scratches and dents on the exterior. The headliner is falling down.
There is a couple cracks in the dash. The armrest pads are missing on both door panels. The
original front seat is worn and has a seat cover. The back seat i believe was replaced at some
point. There are a couple stains in the carpet. There is a small oil leak. Everything is pictured
and in the video. Worldwide vintage autos is pleased to present this ford f xlt ranger explorer
factory high boy 4x4! This series also tipped the scales of putting ford as the 1 selling truck of

all time in vehicle production. Offered here is the f high boy that gave the owner more payload,
higher ground clearance and the long bed for hauling anything and everything. This rust free
4x4 high boy comes from the great state of washington. This f was equipped from the factory
with option code c34 meaning it has the ranger package. Wearing its factory color vineyard
gold, it is sporting a built v8, c6 transmission, dane 60 rear end, dana 44 front end, front disc
breaks, power steering and power breaks. With newer 35 inch ground hawg tires wrapped
around chrome wheels this bad boy has un-mi
del sol photography
toyota 4runner trailer wiring
2000 chevy silverado brake light wiring diagram
stakable look. Interior is believed to be original and shows very well. This truck was re-painted
about 5 years ago in its original color and at that time the was installed. An over the rails spray
in bed liner has been recently added. All bright work looks great and shows minimal wear. A
newer dual exhaust gives this big boy a fantastic sound. The ford f 4x4 presented here is a
fantastic example of a nicely preserved, rust free and tastefully modified high boy!! Chrome
Wheels. The sixth generation of f series trucks led way for more room, bigger engines and more
features. I have also bought but not installed a new seat cover, carpet, door gaskets and
gaskets for front and back glass CD Player. I do have the title in had and ready to sell. I will only
accept cash. The undercarriage is as nice as the engine compartment and the exterior paint and
interior are perfect. Very clean upgraded 75 highboy. Only 6, miles on rebuilt engine and new
transmission. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

